






RIGHT THE CUSTOM WHITE-OAK KITCHEN HAS 

WATERWORKS FIXTURES AND AN UNDER-SINK CURTAIN 

BY ADAM POGUE. OPPOSITE IN THE LIVING ROOM, A 

VINTAGE B0RGE MOGENSEN DAYBED IN ORIGINAL 
FABRIC SPORTS A GREGORY PARKINSON BLANKET AND 

PILLOWS BY CLAY MCLAURIN STUDIO AND PENNY 

MORRISON. SCONCE BY SOANE BRITAIN; RUG BY DEDON. 

period piece, connects the cabin only to neighboring 
lodges and the pack station. 

"This place is truly remote, away from everything, 
but that's the appeal. Even with the amenities and 
artisanal flourishes we installed, you're still basically 
out there on your own in nature," says designer 
Steven Johanknecht of the ADlO0 firm Commune 
Design. "The movers had to create handcarts to get 
all the material to the site. It took eight men hiking 
back and forth for days. It felt like a scene from 
The Ten Commandments," he recalls, describing the 
extraordinary logistical challenges of executing 
the full-scale reconstruction project. 

RUSSO TAPPED COMMLNE for the assignment after 
admiring the firm's work for the Ace Hotel group 
as well as the late, lamented L.A. restaurant Ammo. 

"I felt like they had the right sensibility to respect 
how special this place is but also the imagination to 
make it of today," the director explains. "I've always 
been obsessed with Adirondack style, and that was 
definitely one of our touchstones, but I wanted to see 
where Commune would go with that idea. I didn't 
want something totally old-fashioned and nostalgic," 
he adds. 

Johanknecht and his team responded with a 
scheme that balances pragmatic necessity with 
subtle nods to Shaker and Japanese design, Swedish 
and French chalets, and historic American mountain 
retreats. They replaced rotted redwood timbers with 
knotty cedar on the ceilings and reclaimed oak on the 
floors, and liberated the original stone fireplace from 
a straitjacket of paint accrued over many years. An 
array of refined details-including a bronze doorknob 
cast from a local river rock, fine finger joinery on 
the oak kitchen cabinets, and a custom cupboard, 
fabricated from salvaged redwood, with ginkgo-leaf 
marquetry-further elevates the nouveau rustic vibe. 

"Because of the size of the spaces, we had to make 
the most of every square foot, so the details became 
all-important. Our mantra was 'utility with style,'" 
Johanknecht explains. 

Russo's property encompasses the main cabin, 
which measures roughly 600 square feet, a stacked 
stone bunkhouse below the front patio, a shower 
shed (water from the creek is collected in a cistern 
before being filtered and redistributed), an outhouse 
with a composting toilet, and a storage shed with 
truck batteries that harvest solar power. Hydraulic 
steel window covers close off the cabin when no one 
is in residence. "My wife, Ann, doesn't like roughing 
it, so I asked Commune for the nicest outhouse anyone 
has ever seen," Russo says, laughing. "She told me 
at the beginning, 'You can get this place, but [ may 
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l(vVe had to make the 
111ost of every square foot, 
so the details became 
all-in1portant," designer 
Steven Johanknecht explains. 

never sleep here.' We tried to make it as comfortable 
as possible, but she still hasn't spent the night. We're 
working on it.'' 

Notwithstanding the lovely finger joinery, the 
presence of rattlesnakes, bears, and bobcats may not 
do much to entice the director's reluctant spouse, but 
the panoply of nature is part of the deal in this wilder
ness sanctuary. "When you're out of the city, different 
rules apply, so you have to be on your toes,'' Russo 
confesses. "But when you step out of your normal life 
and embrace this landscape, it's pure magic.'' d 
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